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Acronyms, abbreviations and definitions
Acronyms

Definition
CMS Content Management System
CRM Customer Relationship Management

CRUD

Create – Read – Update – Delete (standard primitives used in data-oriented
requests)

RESTful Representational State Transfer (a common interface used for web-like services)
Transport

The collection and delivery of donations from the donor to the recipient(s).
Compare: travel

Travel Arranging to take volunteers to or from an event. Compare: transport
Use case A description of an interaction between a user and a system
User scenario

A description of a typical sequence of steps and activities that a user hopes to
achieve using a system or technology

User Story A goal that an identified user has in using a system
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1 Executive Summary
Deliverable D3.1 provides an overview of the initial platform architecture in support of the SavingFood2.0
project. To begin with, the User stories and scenarios described in D2.2 User and Data Requirements were
reviewed to establish a set of User roles – the types of individuals who would be expected to use the
platform. Having identified these roles, we can then move on to develop a set of Use cases associated with
the User roles in engaging with the activities described in the User scenarios. These Use cases form the basis
of what needs to be developed as a platform supporting the SavingFood2.0 food redistribution activities, but
also common awareness raising. With the latter in mind, an additional scenario has been introduced: the socalled Anonymous website visitor. This identifies those users who come to the portal pages, but are not
registered and yet should still be allowed to see certain content so that they are made aware of what is
happening and what progress is being made.
These Use cases were then validated in discussion with the pilot partners – BOROUME, Feedback and HFA –
with specific reference to the User scenarios. The partners were taken through the Use cases associated with
a given User scenario, to provide comments and raise any questions. Having modified the Use cases on that
basis, an initial web-service type architecture has been developed to provide the greatest flexibility both in
terms of distribution, but also function. Further, a set of technologies have been reviewed to provide a basic
framework for the development of that platform, with a final decision falling with Django.
In parallel with this design work, WP2 have been co-ordinating a series of workshops with end-users, namely
those working as volunteers with the pilot partners. As part of the output from these, end-users and coordinators have identified the types of data they would need or expect to see as part of their interactions
with the platform. Reviewing these and what was discussed when validating Use cases with the pilot
partners, an initial data model has been developed. Subject to further modification after discussion with
WP2 and partners, this will now form the basis for the data sets to be housed as part of the SavingFood
platform.
This deliverable therefore provides a reference report covering: the Use cases developed for implementation
to allow users to engage with the platform, an initial architecture to be developed within a Django open
source framework, and a data model to guide the development of the database(s) to support the operation
of the platform.
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2 Introduction
This document provides an initial overview of the SavingFood platform architecture based on the
requirements presented in WP2 (D2.1). Taking account of those requirements, the User stories and
Scenarios, a set of Use cases were derived. These were then validated directly with the pilot partners to
establish that they would provide the necessary functional support in the platform to allow the pilot trials to
be run but also for the SavingFood platform to be stabilised and offered to interested parties beyond the
project to support food donation and gleaning activities.

Figure 1: Agile Design and Implementation Activities

Figure 1 summarises the design process and current status. This deliverable, therefore, is part of the
concluding stage of agreeing a plan. The issues and constraints are discussed in the following chapters in an
attempt to explore the relevant options and provide a sound basis for development to begin.

2.1

Document structure

Chapter 3 summarises the three target scenarios as derived from D2.1, and further validated with the pilot
site partners. On this basis, four main platform actor roles plus an additional ‘visitor’ type role have been
identified and are described in Chapter 4. The four main roles have been further sub-divided into a set of
sub-roles where necessary to provide clarity on the basic behaviours to be supported by the platform. Taken
together, the Scenarios and User roles suggest a set of Use cases which are introduced in Chapter 0. This is a
comprehensive list describing the function to be provided by the platform. However, there is still some detail
to be agreed in respect of the actual implementation.
Based on these Use cases, Chapter 0 outlines a high-level architecture to be implemented within a Django
framework, as a suitable technology from an analysis described in Chapter 0. Finally, with reference both to
the Use cases described in Chapter 0 and ongoing workshops organised by WP2 with the end-users
associated with each pilot site and its activities, an initial Data model is presented briefly in Chapter 0.
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Although still to be validated directly with the users, this provides an important basis for development in the
coming months.

2.2

Intended audience

This deliverable is primarily an internal report documenting how the requirements gathered as part of WP2
have been interpreted in terms of Use cases, or functional interactions, and those use cases validated with
the pilot partners. As such, it is of particular interest to:




WP3 as a record of design decisions and the basis for ongoing implementation;
WP2, showing the interpretation of the requirements, along with a further validation exercise;
The pilot partners as an overview of what they should be able to do with the platform.

Additionally, it would be of interest for other stakeholders directly or indirectly involved in the SavingFood2.0
project as a narrative around the functional requirements associated with food redistribution and waste
avoidance.
The document is a first milestone in the design and implementation of the platform.

2.3

Next steps

Once reviewed by project partners, this document will then be used as the baseline to initiate development
activities. The next steps include:
1. Since our understanding of the technical requirements are shown here, wire-framing can now begin
in order to illustrate what the users can expect from the platform. Some of this activity has already
begun in parallel with the requirements validation exercise.
2. The UI – Backend interface must now be confirmed:
a. Establishing if creating a Django REST service is the most effective option
b. To create the specification of the Interface
c. To create support for stubs to allow early demonstration of the platform
3. Following the technology decision agreed in WP3 (see Chapter 0), and the validation of the Use
cases, WP3 can now estimate the resource required to deliver the functionality requested as input
to a project-wide prioritisation exercise
4. On that basis, the developers can begin to implement platform components ready for the M7 and
M13 prototype deliverables.
At the present time, there is little risk to the project from a technical perspective given the status reported
here.
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3 Scenarios
Based on D2.1, three Scenarios have been identified from which the User roles and the Use cases in
Chapters 4 and 0. Each sequence of activity presented here has been validated with the pilot partners in a
series of virtual meetings.
These are summarised
below. In the first scenario
(Farmers Market, Figure 2),
the Co-ordinator at the
partner site would support
the Market Co-ordinators to
register donations and to
organise volunteers to be
able to attend the market
and collect the food
remaining at the end.

Figure 2: Summary of the activities associated with the Farmers Market Scenario

In Chapter 0 below, these have been split into a series of Use cases specific to the Scenarios and then crossreferenced to the other Scenarios to ensure that common function across the scenarios is not duplicated.
For the Farmers Market scenario, the platform provides support for food rescue from a scheduled event and
donors whose focus is on the sale of perishable goods in a timely fashion. The analysis of the Scenario into
Use cases was validated with the pilot partners including clarifying any specific details of what data should be
included and how those data would be collected. It also shares many individual interactions with the
Gleaning scenario (see Figure 4). The main benefit of the platform to this scenario is providing support to the
Co-ordinator in identifying volunteers and keeping track of the different components of the event as the
organisation and liaison activities proceed.
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The General Food Rescue scenario (Figure 3) involves a simpler set of interactions: donations are not
constrained by the schedule of
markets, nor by the need for travel
organisation to a rural location such
as a farm. This is summarised in
Figure 3. By contrast to the other
scenarios, the Donor may input their
own donations; or the Co-ordinator
provide support. The emphasis shifts
rather to co-ordination and matching
donation and recipient. The benefit
of the platform therefore is not only
in supporting the co-ordination but
also in providing the flexibility for
different users to interact on similar
activities, and yet to allow such
multiple inputs to be kept in sync.
Although the focus is slightly
different, nonetheless there are still
Use cases which provide parallels
with the other cases allowing for
interactions to be shared. The main
difference will lie in the User role
executing the Use case.

Figure 3: Summary of the activities associated with the General Food
The third scenario, Gleaning, shown
Rescue scenario
in Figure 4, is possibly the most
complicated. Different user roles are involved at different stages of the overall scenario. What makes it more
complicated is that there are specific times at which one Use case is dependent on another before it can
proceed, shown by the arrows between the respective Users’ activities. The individual Use cases are similar
to those in the previous cases. Now, the platform allows for the seamless co-ordination of users and
activities simply and efficiently.

The three scenarios therefore provide the basis for the Use cases leading to the initial design of the
SavingFood platform. But at the same time they demonstrate the value and flexibility that the platform
needs to offer in providing support to the co-ordinating organisations. The functional variety this suggests a
platform to fulfil requirements of some basic features:
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an authorisation service to allow for the different users to access the platform;
a database containing the contact details of those the co-ordinator wishes to contact;
a database to keep track of the different donations; and
a database to support coordination of events.

With these data types involved, there will also need to be some level of platform administration capabilities
to monitor platform use as well as curate the data.

Figure 4: Summary of the activities associated with the Gleaning scenario

In the following chapter, the different User roles associated with these scenarios are described and then in
Chapter 0, we will consider the individual Use cases derived from these scenarios.
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4 User roles
The following are the main actors within the surplus food management ecosystem, directly involved in
making it work. From D2.1, we think there are basically five main roles (see Table 1):
ROLE

SUB-ROLE

DESCRIPTION
Those who are willing to make donation of food. They
may be registered directly with the platform; or may be
contacted by the Co-ordinator at the partner site on a
regular or ad hoc basis

DONOR

FARMER

For Gleaning, Farmers represent the main Donor type.
However, they would not normally register with the
platform: the Co-ordinator at the partner site would act as
intermediary and contact the farmer to request a
donation etc.
The organisation benefiting from the donations made.
These are generally charities.

RECIPIENT
TRANSPORT
INTERMEDIARY

Where the Recipient themselves is unable to collect a
donation, there would be one or more Transport
intermediaries who would arrange transport to collect the
donations and deliver to the Recipient.
Anyone prepared to give time in support of the food
donation co-ordination, gathering (gleaning), travel, etc.

VOLUNTEER
INTERNAL

Those Volunteers registered with the platform who might
then autonomously view events and commit support

EXTERNAL

Those Volunteers not registered with the platform but wo
are either known to the Co-ordinator(s) at the partner site
or see events advertised on social media and who may
wish to provide support
Usually at the partner site, the Co-ordinator takes
responsibility for all or some part of the organisation of an
event or other donation activity

COORDINATOR

GLEANING

The Co-ordinator at the partner site organising a gleaning
event

PARTNER SITE

The Co-ordinator at the partner site who oversees all
donation activities at and for the partner

FARMERS MARKET

An external body who acts as a communication link
between the partner organisation and a given farmers
market. They would not usually be registered with the
15

ROLE

SUB-ROLE

DESCRIPTION
platform

VOLUNTEER

ANONYMOUS USER

The Volunteer at an event such as a Farmers Market who
is responsible for the practical organisation and
management of a given event / activity
Anyone not known to the platform (i.e., not registered)
who views the external pages of the SavingFood portal

Table 1: Summary of the main User roles associated with Scenarios

These user roles form the basis for the Use case descriptions below and provide a link back to User stories
associated with each of the actors using the platform.
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5 Use Case Details

Figure 5 Overview of use cases associated with the example scenarios defined by WP2

This section contains details on each Use case. Figure 5 provides a summary of all the high-level Use cases
along with the main actors described in Chapter 4 above. Those coloured green represent shared activities;
i.e., those used by more than a single actor. Those in blue identify the tasks which the Co-ordinators needs
to carry out. In consequence, once implemented, they also highlight the benefit the SavingFood platform
would deliver: these are the tasks which would be made significantly easier by the platform. In addition,
those shown in pink relate to volunteering, while those in orange relate to donations. The Use cases in this
diagram represent the external use cases as agreed with the pilot partners.
For specific implementation, additional detail has been added and some Use case variants generated as the
internal representation of what is to be implemented. Although some final detail needs to be fleshed out, a
complete set of Use cases are presented in the
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Annexes: Complete list of Use cases. In addition, these internal Use cases are presented in the following
sections relating to basic platform function (Registration of various sorts, Section 5.1), the Anonymous User
(Section 5.5), and the three main scenarios discussed previously (Chapter 3; see Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4).

5.1

Users and Registration

Figure 6: Overview of Users and the various registeration activities

Figure 6 summarises the various users and the registration activities that they engage with. Different types of
Registered User will do different things. The Donor, for example, would Register or Update their profile;
other user types would Register or Update their own. Note that an Anonymous visitor does not register with
the portal at all. This overview highlights that different users / actors are associated with different types of
registration activity, essentially in respect of identifying their own needs and preferences. Further, the initial
registration to become an active member of the community of food waste management offered by the
platform needs authorisation from an Administrator at one or other of the pilot sites, which in a deployed
system would mean any organisation exploiting the platform in support of their activities. It would be
possible, though as yet not considered, to build a Help or Prompt facility on the basis of the Use case
sequences to help any of the actors identify where they are and what they need to do next.

5.2

Farmers Market

In Figure 7 and the related diagrams of the following sub-sections, the sequential relationship between
individual Use cases is shown with arrows. Further, all Use cases coloured mid-blue refer to important
activities but ones which are not supported on the platform itself. The diagram clearly shows the tasks which
need to be carried out by the Co-ordinator, for example, in order to initiate a particular event (support for a
farmers market), and the interdependence of different activities for them as well as for other actors in the
scenario. The benefit of the SavingFood platform is being able to support the administrative burden
associated with these interdependencies.
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Figure 7: Overview of the Farmers Market scenario
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5.3

Gleaning

Figure 8: Overview of the Gleaning scenario

The Gleaning scenario shares many common interactions with the Farmers Market above. In both cases, the
Co-ordinator mediates with the Donor (the farmer) or Donor representative (the Market co-ordinator) on a
person-to-person basis independently of the platform. This reduces any administrative burden on the latter
20

who would not, for instance, be required to register with the platform: the Co-ordinator does this on their
behalf. On the other hand, though, this means that the platform many hold personal data, such as contact
details and so forth, associated with non-registered supporters. This is something to be determined during
the trials.

5.4

General Food Rescue

Figure 9: Overview of the General Food Rescue scenario

The final scenario in Figure 9 is the General Food Rescue case. As with the other scenarios, there is activity
which may not be mediated by the platform itself (shown in blue: Contact between recipient’s driver and
donor). However, in general, the Scenario is much simpler in terms of activities and their interdependence:
although there are clearly activities which individual actors must perform and in a given sequence, the main
interactions between the Donor (or Co-ordinator on their behalf) and Recipient is specifically around the
donation itself (“Commit to collect…” to “Generate day’s collection schedule”). Relatively speaking, the
organisational burden is much reduced for this scenario. The benefit of the SavingFood scenario comes from
maintaining records of what has gone on for reporting purposes, but also the inventory management task if
only partial donations can be accepted.

5.5

Anonymous website visitor

In addition to the Use cases described in the previous sections, there is one more scenario whereby
unregistered visitors to the platform will have restricted access to screens and information as part of the
21

awareness raising remit of the project. So what happens when an attempt to access a page for which a user
is not authorized is to be confirmed? For instance, the anonymous visitor may be invited to register; or
presented with general information as part of awareness raising. These possibilities are summarized in the
figure below Figure 10.

Figure 10: Issues arising when an unregistered user attempts access pages of the SavingFood platform

These will be confirmed in the next phase of the project as the initial platform implementation progresses.
For the initial rollout within the project, the most important technical requirement is to be able to control
access to information and data, not least the personal data of registered participants. Any other dialogue,
such as inviting Anonymous visitors to register or to subscribe to a newsletter can be implemented later.
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6 High-level platform architecture
The Scenarios and Use cases described in the preceding chapters have led to the development of an initial
high-level platform design. At this stage, the most important aspect of the platform is that it is not an
application server and does not provide a service creation environment. Thus, although the Use cases can be
viewed as modularised function, this does not imply that users (such as Co-ordinators) can necessarily
orchestrate the implementation of those Use cases to develop bespoke sequences in support of different
scenarios.
Figure 11 below summarises the initial architectural components to be provided by the SavingFood platform,
with a major subdivide between the front-end (the User Interface) and the back-end services. The User
Interface is effectively the “portal”, or the externally facing component, provides both registered and
unregistered users a mechanism to access the platform and / or review any content supported by it. This is
supported by a set of virtual databases as part of the back-end with a notional SOA arrangement of
capabilities described in a more detail in Section 6.2.
Interfacing between the two – User Interface and Backend – is largely dictated by the programming
framework providing the basis for the platform (Chapter 0). However, initial discussion has favoured a
RESTful interface, with CRUD-type interactions and JSON messages as the main data construct, on the basis
that this provides more flexibility for any future extensions, whilst maintaining a level of transparency which
will allow separate and parallel development of UI and backend as dictated by partner needs.

Figure 11: The high-level architecture for the SavingFood platform

There are three further major architectural considerations which are yet to be confirmed: this high-level
architecture is really designed to support the Use cases in the previous chapter. However, along with the
RESTful interface, we need to reach project-level decisions on:
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1. The access channels to be supported by the UI (see Section 6.1.2) below;
2. The external interfaces (see Section 6.1.4); and
3. Whether or not the backend is to be distributed or centralised, which has implications at the very
least on the transport mechanism between the two.
These issues will be agreed in the forthcoming period.

6.1

User Interface (UI)

The primary function of the user interface is twofold: first, to capture input from users; secondly, to present
information, content and / or responses back to the user. To this end, the UI would generally take the input
from the user, formulate queries or requests, and post them to the backend to retrieve the appropriate data
to be returned to the user. In this section, the main design considerations are set out.

6.1.1

Basic components

The User interface comprises three basic dialogues or interaction types:






System administration (Sys admin): this is the interface allowing an administrator at the pilot partner
site; this may be the Co-ordinator or another designated administrator appointed by the partner site
for this purpose. This is the interface which allows the administrator to effect administration
functions such as database clean-up, and would be functionally similar to the superuser in a UNIX
system. Given the sensitivity of the activities which this interface provides, authentication may need
to be handled separately from the mainstream services available for the day-to-day platform.
General pages: these are the screens which an unregistered user would see when arriving at the
SavingFood portal (see Section 5.5 Anonymous website visitor above). This would include views of
aggregated statistical information, such as the total or monthly etc. quantity of food to have been
rescued and passed onto recipient organisations. This may also include general information such as
blog-type posts describing the overall extent of the issue of food waste. This provides the passive
awareness-raising content part of the outcome dissemination plans.
Platform pages: these are the screens available to those registered with the platform. Specific
sections and data are only available as determined by the individual user types. The layout and
content is being discussed currently to some extent in end-user workshops organised by WP2 (see
also Section 6.1.3).

To support such different views onto the platform implies at the very least that screens / sessions must
include an authorization token indicating what the user may or may not access, including what they may do
with the content they access. In addition, there should be some provision for context-sensitive help. How
this is implemented is yet to be confirmed.

6.1.2

Delivery channels

There has been some informal discussion about the presentation of and access to the platform primarily via
traditional desk- and laptop computers. In addition, mobile devices would be a beneficial alternative which
would require WML-type rendering of the UI interactions. The actual requirements need to be specified and
resource requirements identified.
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6.1.3

Platform User: Wireframes

On the basis of Use case agreement with the pilot partners, and as part of the WP2 end-user workshops, a
number of wireframes have been created to provide users with an opportunity to comment on the look-nfeel as development begins. Examples are shown here: A user coming to the platform portal would be
presented with a screen of
the
type
shown
schematically in Figure 12;
note
that
pseudo
credentials have been
filled in for illustrative
purposes only. From this
screen both a returning
user (to the left) and an
unregistered user would
be invited to enter details.

Figure 12: Wireframe for the first portal screen for a user wanting access

For a first time user (i.e., for Use case: Registration), potential users would provide high-level summary
information such as what role they adopt and their location as well as selecting credentials. This would lead
to validation by a Co-ordinator (or administrator) at the pilot site. For those registered, successful login (i.e.,
using recognised credentials) may lead to notification of an event (Figure 13 below).

Figure 13: Invitation to attend and support a gleaning event
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Then subsequent to confirmation the volunteer is notified that they are needed for the event (Figure 14). On
the basis of information provided by the Co-ordinator, the Volunteer can immediately see where and when
the event will take place, along with any prerequisites (Tools & Requirements). This allows them to decide if
and how they can best support the event, assuming that there are able to attend of course. Note too that
the dialogue does not impose any requirement to justify a decision to attend or not.

Figure 14: Confirmation from the organiser (Co-ordinator) that a volunteer is needed for a Gleaning Event

Independently, the Co-ordinator is notified of who has agreed to support the event, and may then confirm a
volunteer, effectively accepting their offer to help. Such indirect, i.e., platform-mediated dialogue between
Co-ordinator and Volunteer, desynchronises event organisation taken the burden onto the platform and
away from the Co-ordinator: SavingFood is about food waste management mediation rather than the
automation of the whole process per se.
The personal contact between coordinating partner and their donors,
recipients and volunteers is not
undermined in the least, but improved
as the CAP facilitates the organisation.
Of course, a Co-ordinator would need to
have organised the event before any
volunteers are sought or confirmed. A
schematic representation of part of such
a dialogue is shown in Figure 15. This
information, once input, will be
associated with a data record for that
event in an Event Database (see Figure
11), linked to any relevant and related
contact detail from the CRM system (see
also Chapter 0).
Figure 15: Event organiser view
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It would be possible, of course, either for a Donor themselves or for a Co-ordinator on their behalf to initiate
a donation, registering via this type of interaction on the platform. An illustrative version is shown here in
Figure 16. Note that the various fields – such as Radius, Pickup Window, Donation contents and so forth –
would typically be populated from previous donations by this donor of this type. The Donor or Co-ordinator
presented with this screen, therefore, would effectively be confirming a repeat event, but also with an
opportunity to update details if need be.

Figure 16: View on the input of a donation

The overall intention of the UI therefore is to provide intuitive dialogue snippets in support of food waste
management, wherever possible capitalising on what has already been done on the platform to make the
jobs of all those involved quicker and easier. At the same time, though, the Co-ordinators have more time to
focus on maintaining the personal dialogue with their stakeholders: the SavingFood platform is therefore
about shifting emphasis away from administration to human-to-human interaction and the development of
trust and prosocial behaviours.

6.1.4

External interfaces

From the Scenarios and associated Use cases, as well as end-user workshops, it is apparent that there is a
requirement to be able to interact with external services; that is: services which are not provided natively on
the platform itself. There are a number of motivations for this. First, this means that specialised function
such as social networking and communication do not need to be duplicated since they are already wellestablished and understood; secondly, that there would be no additional curation requirements imposed on
the platform. For instance, interfacing to facebook® would allow the SavingFood platform to be integrated
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with existing partner sites as well as personal (for the volunteers) networks, as well as allowing for photo and
other content sharing which does not need to be checked by SavingFood.
Logically, these interfaces form part of the User interfaces which the benefit that the UI can request data
transmission or volunteer notification in much the same way as it would call for backend services. Current
requests for external interfacing include:




SMS notification;
eMail notification;
facebook® transmission of content.

Final confirmed inclusion in the platform will require some negotiation before final commitment can be
guaranteed.

6.2

Backend

In response to the queries and requests received from the UI, the backend is primarily involved in retrieving
data from the database(s) to satisfy those requests. The backend may also provide additional services in
support of the management of the platform as a whole.

6.2.1

Basic components

The backend supporting the platform as outlined in Figure 11 include generic services – the security
management service (Authentication / Authorisation), and administration – which could be sourced from
existing open source libraries. The more specific services would include the specific views onto platform
database(s) for contact details (CRM), the donations / gleaning event contents (Inventory Management) and
scheduling, history and screen (content management). These five basic services may be understood in these
terms.




Authentication / authorisation: not least in respect of the screens and information to be presented
(see Section 6.1.1 above), the platform needs to provide a security service which will identify which
users are allowed access at all, but also provide information on which services / what contents those
users can access. This may also include single sign-on;
Administration: maintaining the platform, especially the database(s), requires a set of services
confined to specific users (such as an Administrator), including archiving and other curation tasks,
upgrades, reporting, and so forth.

And in respect of the data to be curated:






A personal contact database (CRM): to record contact details of all the users in the system. This may
be the most sensitive information held by the platform, may need to be integrated with existing data
sets (Section 6.2.4), and distributed (Section 6.2.2);
An inventory management system: which would record the donations and details of gleaning events.
An inventory system would allow for management of partial donations (e.g., different amounts of
food from the same donation to more than one recipient), and allow for rapid statistical reporting;
and
A content management system (CMS): to record and manage the information associated with food
rescue, along with the content components to be rendered by the UI.

Together, the logical databases need to be cross-linked such that the relevant information from each dataset
can be associated for management and presentation purposes. The technical detail behind such linking
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would depend on the way in which the CRM component is organised: i.e., distributed across partner sites or
even geographically. This is discussed in a little more detail in the next section.

6.2.2

Platform distribution

There are a number of different considerations in respect of how the platform is to be deployed, not least
because of the cross-state nature of the project. Allowing collaboration at this level would make an
important contribution to its longer term impact and value. As mentioned in the previous section, there is
also the issue of the different data sets and their relative sensitivities.
The simplest configuration would be a
single site with all users connecting
remotely via a standard Internet
connection for the user interface.
However, it may be that this does not
suit all partners. Other alternatives
which need to be explored would
include a distributed contact database,
for example, as shown in Figure 17.
Here, the Donor, Recipient and
Volunteer data would all be stored
remotely at one or other partner site
behind their own firewall and connected
via a secure connection of some
description. This would allow the partner to remain in control of their own personal data. However, this may
impact performance depending on connection speed and possibly distance.
Figure 17: An example of a remote database beyond a firewall

Taking this one step further, it would be technically possible to host all datasets in different sites with an
appropriate secure connection between them. Similarly, there could be multiple instances of one conceptual
dataset with each partner maintaining their own section, but all accessed as a single system image from the
central browser location. All these configurations may be considered in a future iteration. For now,
development will assume a single instance with all data and backend services located in the same location.

6.2.2.1 The handling of personal and shared data
One significant factor here which needs to be considered irrespective of but in parallel to any physical
distribution of one or other database is the need to partition data. With multiple partners using a single
logical instance of the SavingFood platform, they may not wish or be allowed to share data between them.
On the one hand, the overall statistical summary of the amount of food saved, along with perhaps an
indication of location and / or specific organisation responsible for its management, may well be regarded as
less sensitive and therefore can be shared across all partners or tenant organisations. However, this may not
be the case for personal data.
From the Scenarios, we know that the platform on their behalf or the partners themselves will hold personal
data for all of those registered with them. However, there may also be information on:
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External volunteers
o Contact details
o Support record
o Possibly any known restrictions
Farmers
o Contact details
o Location
o History of donations
o Any other information / records
Market co-ordinators
o Contact details
o Market(s) they support
o Location(s)

Such data are important for a number of reasons. First, they provide significant benefit to Co-ordinators as
they try to organise events etc. So it would be a pity not to have the information there for them to access a
list etc. in support of their organisational activities. However, they would not typically be registered with the
platform and therefore not have provided consent for the use of their data. Further, even if consent at some
level is obtained, a geographically remote installation1 should ethically respect the provisions of the local
(i.e., Member State) data protection regulations since that would be the expectations of those users. The
management of these data should be discussed and agreed across the project.

6.2.3

Internal interface

The question of distribution as well as the potential to have to access to interface to remote datasets beyond
the firewalls of other partners highlights the need for careful consideration of the transfer of data between
different platform components. Although to be confirmed in respect of what is most efficient for the
underlying technology framework, discussion to date has been around a RESTful interface, offering CRUDlike primitives and with JSON message formats, though this may not be essential. This interface will consume
queries and requests from the UI, and correspondingly provide data from the backend datasets to be
consumed and displayed by the UI pages. On top of this, however, there appears to be a requirement for
additional security, such as encryption and secure socket connection (SSL). This needs to be determined and
agreed as part of the next steps.

6.2.4

External interfaces

In parallel with the messaging and social media connections from the UI, there is already a requirement for
an ability to be able to interface to an external CRM system (see Figure 11, marked as Import / Export).
Notwithstanding any pending discussion and agreement on distribution, the simplest way to communicate
between such datasets would be via a simple, offline import / export facility whereby data records would be
imported into the local CRM instance via an agreed format (such as CSV); and similarly a data extract as the
result of an Administrator-level query could generate an export object, such as a CSV file. The details and an
agreed sizing of the effort to generate it is part of the ongoing discussions with WP2 and the pilot partners.

1

It is envisaged that the database will be located either in Belgium or the UK for the trials at least.
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6.3

Help and Guidance

One final element shown in Figure 11 is labelled Help and Guidance. It is part of good UI design, of course, to
provide context sensitive help information. There are a number of ways of doing this, with many design
patterns available from the literature. However, there is an additional feature which needs to be considered.
As previously highlighted, what the Use cases show in addition to the type of function to be implemented is
a menu-like set of dependencies or at least a sequence of interactions which could readily be exposed to
users of the platform. As such, this would further enhance the support provided by the platform to its users
in explicitly prompting them with what they should be doing next, and indeed where they have reached in
the overall flow of a given interaction. This needs confirmation with the pilot partners as part of the next
steps and as the platform is implemented.
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7 Candidate technologies
It is inefficient and inappropriate to attempt to develop the SavingFood platform from scratch, not least
because there is nothing particular in the requirements that a standard web-service platform. Further, for
any such project, then dissemination and exploitation is significantly enhanced by offering what is developed
in the project to an Open Source community. This has a number of advantages. Not only is this the common
strategy for project outcomes, more importantly this would encourage others who are interested in the
domain to engage and participate in the future development of the platform.
With that in mind, we had an initial discussion among the project developers on the most appropriate
offering to adopt as the basic technology. We had some initial discussion on candidate technologies and
tried to establish criteria to make a final decision on the appropriate technology. These include:
1. Licensing: Open Source does not necessarily mean freeware and unrestricted use and exploitation.
Licence terms are important since some licences impose restrictions not only in what can be done
with the code licensed, but also impose restrictions on how any resulting code or even linked code
may be used. Licence virality is not acceptable to all partners and must therefore be avoided.
2. Community strength: Open Source projects need to develop a community who continue to support
development. This is an important contributor to the sustainability of the software. More
significantly, perhaps, an Open Source project with a sizeable community and some history indicates
that support is available from experienced developers.
3. Development language: although most developers will have their own preferences in regard to
language, the more established languages tend to indicate a larger community and one which will
continue to attract new contributors.

Maturity &
Community

Licence

Plugins

Language

Technology

Type

Taking these three main criteria, we considered four possible technologies: Django, Drupal, the Spring
Framework, and Web2py. The initial review is summarised in Table 2 below.

https://www.djangoproj
ect.com/

https://www.djang
oproject.com/com
Django is available munity/
open-source under
"Django
the BSD license
Community 10708
people, 161
countries, 3091
packages and
projects."
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https://www.djang
opackages.com/
"3092
packages
and counting!"

https://opensource
.com/business/15/
12/5-favoriteopen-sourcedjango-packages

Python

Django

Web App Framework

Mature 2005-2016

Maturity &
Community

Licence

Plugins

Language

Type

Technology

Web2py
http://www.web2py.com
/init/default/index

33000 modules!
https://www.drupa
l.org/project/proje
ct_module

The
Spring
Framework
is
released
under Mature (begun
version 2.0 of the 2002)
Apache License.
https://github.com
/springprojects/springframework

Java

CMS
http://projects.spring.io/
spring-framework/

Web App Framework

Spring Framework

Web App Framework

https://www.drupal.org/

https://www.drupa
l.org/about/licensi Community
ng#q1
https://www.drupa
l.org/community

https://www.drupa
l.org/project/proje
ct_module/index

Community active
on github

Mature (2007),
and claims to be
backward
Web2py code is compatible
released
under (http://www.web2
py.com/init/default
LGPLv3 License
/what)

Few <10
http://www.web2p
yslices.com/home?
content_type=Pack
age

Python

GPL V2

Drupal

Mature & well
adopted

PHP

18 000 plugins!

Not much
community

Table 2: Summary of technology evaluations

Web2py and the Spring Framework do not seem to have the longevity and generalised adoption of Drupal
and Django. However, on the basis of licence alone, Drupal is not acceptable: the licence is viral and would
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therefore impose restrictions not only on what was developed as part of the project, but would also restrict
what might be integrated with it. Yet the size of community and its maturity mean that it should not be
dismissed out of hand. Further, not all partners had much direct experience of Django. We decided therefore
to investigate the two – Drupal and Django – in a little more detail.
Having a little more experience with Drupal, first we decided to compare how easy it would be to set up an
initial system and service. We therefore set up a Django CMS app, a CMS extension on base Django,
customised templates and content types, installed a 3rd Party plugin and integrated it all into a single system.
We localised content, reviewed users, roles and groups. All of this went smoothly once the Django concepts
were understood, making Django comparable to what we had seen with Drupal. In general Drupal requires
fewer steps to achieve the same rather basic results. Subjectively, though, Django comes across as more
robust and smoother. From a developer’s perspective, therefore, Django seems a lot more promising than
Drupal. The documentation is clear and up-to-date, the Django framework uses an MVC-like approach and
appears to have far better encapsulation of parts. Further, although unit testing seems to be an afterthought
with Drupal, it appears to have been a far more rigorous approach with Django.
Drupal remains considerably more popular at the present and enjoys a more extensive community which has
contributed modules in their module registry. Django may not have such a large library of modules, although
it is growing [4]. Interestingly, Django contributions are not restricted in terms of package management,
whereas Drupal is much more prescriptive. Drupal also has a poor reputation regarding versioning and
backwards-compatibility, which does not bode well for long-term sustainability and community satisfaction.
That being said, it is not possible at present to compare performance, since testing would be rather time
consuming. Information was difficult to find and often conflicting. Performance depends on many factors,
which makes it difficult to find a fair comparison. Finally, security aspects are also difficult to find sufficient
information on.
Overall, Django seems more stable, structurally sound, encapsulated and developer-friendly than Drupal,
even though the latter seems to offer greater functionality out of the box and enjoys a bigger community.
We have decided therefore to adopt Django as the technology basis for the development of the SavingFood
platform.
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8 Data model
On the basis of the workshops with end-users, the data model associated with the platform may be
summarized in Figure 18 below. The detail is yet to be confirmed; to date validation has begun against the
outputs of the workshops only. However, to provide some initial clarity, the figure has been colour coded:





Items in blue refer to the main actors involved in the food waste management process;
Items in orange are the objects (donations) or events that are managed as part of that process;
Items in green are the actions taken by the actors in blue; and
Items in grey are the attributes associated with any of the above categories.

Although presented to the user as a single whole during a platform interaction (see the illustrative
wireframes in Section 6.1.3), the three main types – actors, objects, and actions – will be recorded as data
constructs in the different virtual databases shown in Figure 11. In this way, the common features shared
across events and partner instances can be maintained separately from the more sensitive personal
information in the CRM instances. The full architectural implications of this – e.g., whether data is held and
managed centrally – is currently under discussion.

Figure 18: The initial data model for the SavingFood platform

As a starting point, this model will allow initial database design and implementation to begin in the shortterm in support of the M7 prototype deliverable. The final design decisions on database structure and how it
should be split between the CRM, inventory management and CMS components described in Figure 11 will
be decided in the coming months.
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9 Conclusion
The initial architecture defined in this deliverable and based on Use cases derived from the User stories and
User Scenarios in D2.2 provides the basis upon which the SavingFood platform development can now begin.
The first step now is to define the internal RESTful interface between the front- and backend subsystems so
that each remains independent and development proceed in parallel. On this basis, the first prototype can
be developed and made available for partners to review in M7, with a view to beginning test and evaluation
in earnest in subsequent months.
The architecture is flexible enough to be able to support all of the use cases defined and to permit
differences in deployment options. However, the security, performance and legal aspects of these variants
must also now be explored and agreed among partners. As part of the agile iterative development process,
these factors will be taken into account on an ongoing basis, such that the platform is available as quickly as
possible whilst maintaining flexibility and openness as partner experience proceeds.
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11 Annexes: Complete list of Use cases
The Use cases are listed here in alphabetical order, using the descriptive name to provide a more accurate
definition of where the Use case fits and what support it provides. They conform to the following general
format.
USE CASE ID An arbitrary reference number
NAME A descriptive name for the Use case
PURPOSE / BENEFIT What the Use case is intended for
USER Which of the user role(s) would make use of the interaction represented by
the Use case
INPUT DATA NEEDED The information (data) to be gathered from the user interface
INPUT USE CASE IDS Any related / prerequisite Use case
OUTPUT The result of the Use case: i.e., what information is created, or what happens
as a result of the Use case
CONSUMER USE CASE IDS Any other Use case(s) that depends on it
OPERATION SEQUENCE Summary of related Use cases in order
NOTES / COMMENTS Any relevant information related to the Use case
USED IN SCENARIOS Which of the Scenarios is / are supported by the Use case
Table 3: Use Case Schema

11.1

Alphabetical list of detailed Use cases

The following tables summarise the detailed Use cases to be implemented on the platform and provide a
mechanism to deliver the function required by the User scenarios.
Use Case ID

DN_1

Name

Accept / Deny Collection Commitment

Purpose / Benefit

The donor reviews commitments to collect food to approve / deny

User



Donor

Input Data Needed



List of donation collection commitments
o Can include a proposed time

Input Use Case IDs



View Collection Commitments

Output




Accept / deny collection
Can propose and updated time
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Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Not sure whether this is needed – it seems a requirement is for minimal
intervention by the donor

Used in Scenarios
Table 4: Accept / Deny Collection Commitment

Use Case ID

EV_1

Name

Advertise event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event Coordinator

Input Data Needed



Event details
o Event type
o Event location
o Event time
o Event date
o Estimated food available
 Type
 Quantity
o Estimated number of volunteers required
o Estimated transport required
 Vehicle types (car, transit van etc)
 Number of vehicles
Date responses needed by


Input Use Case IDs
Output




Consumer Use Case IDs

Volunteer receives event notification delivered via their preferred
channel
Recipient receives event notification delivered via their preferred
channel



Both / or:
o Commit to attend an event
o Commit to receive food from an event



This UC can do double duty to inform potential volunteers and also
potential recipients of an event.

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
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Used in Scenarios
Table 5: Advertise Event

Use Case ID:

RG_1

Name

Approve / Deny Registration

Purpose / Benefit
User



Administrator

Input Data Needed



Registration information for applicant

Input Use Case IDs



Register on Portal for applicant

Output



Registration approved / denied

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 6: Approve / Deny Registration

Use Case ID

TR_1

Name

Approve / Deny Travel Request

Purpose / Benefit

Volunteer who has transport responds to another volunteer’s request

User



Volunteer (with a vehicle)

Input Data Needed




Event details (time, date, location)
Request from other volunteer with their start location

Input Use Case IDs



Request Ride to Event

Output




Approval or denial of travel request
Approve:
o Confirmation of location for pickup
o Proposal of time and date for pickup
Deny
o May be helpful to have a reason, especially if there is a
legitimate reason for denial like the car is full already or its too
far out of the way
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Consumer Use Case IDs



Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Once approvals have been made, the travel summary should be visible to the
event coordinator, e.g. which volunteer is providing travel to which other
volunteers (also start locations and pick up times)

Used in Scenarios
Table 7: Approve / Deny Travel Request

Use Case ID

RE_1

Name

Approve / Reject Recipients

Purpose / Benefit

The donor or administrator looks at recipients with a view to approving /
rejecting them as candidates for a donor

User





Donor
OR
Administrator

Input Data Needed




Donor ID
For each recipient:
o Recipient details
 ID
 Contact details: name, address, phone, email etc
 Recipient rating
o OK / Reject / No decision





Whitelist or blacklist of recipients for donor
Whitelist recipients can be automatically accepted
Blacklist recipients can be automatically rejected

Input Use Case IDs
Output

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 8: Approve / Reject Recipients
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Use Case ID
Name

Browse Donation Offers

Purpose / Benefit

The recipient browses current donation offers

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed






Recipient ID
Recipient contact details
Recipient location
Date / Time available



Offers:
o
o
o
o
o

Input Use Case IDs
Output

o

Donor ID
Donor contact details
Donor location
Date / Time available
Food details (likely to be expected at registration time):
 For each type
 Amount
 Expiry
 Refrigeration needed?
 Packaging needed?
Recurring
 Day / week / time of day etc

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Input data used as filtration criteria to deliver relevant offers

Used in Scenarios
Table 9: Browse Donation Offers

Use Case ID

EV_1

Name

Browse event adverts

Purpose / Benefit
User





Volunteer
OR
Recipient
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Event adverts

Output



Volunteer / recipient knows of an event

Consumer Use Case IDs





Commit to attend an event
OR
Commit to accept food from an event

Input Data Needed
Input Use Case IDs

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 10: Browse Event Adverts

Use Case ID

TRV_1

Name

Browse Event Travel Providers

Purpose / Benefit

Volunteer who needs travel to an event can find other volunteers who are
going to the event and have vehicles so can arrange a ride

User



Volunteer (who needs travel)

Input Data Needed




Event details (time, date, location)
Volunteer Start Location

Input Use Case IDs




Commit to event?
Possibly this use case can go before the commitment because the
volunteer may need to secure travel before committing.

Output



Volunteer finds other volunteers going to the event and can contact
them to request a ride

Consumer Use Case IDs



Request ride to event

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Could be a map with the locations of volunteers attending the event with
transport near the volunteer looking for transport

Used in Scenarios
Table 11: Browse Event Travel Providers
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Use Case ID

RE_2

Name

Browse Recipients

Purpose / Benefit

The donor or administrator looks at recipients with a view to approving /
rejecting them as candidates for a donor




Donor
OR
Administrator

Input Use Case IDs



Log in

Output



List of recipients

Consumer Use Case IDs



Approve / reject recipients

User

Input Data Needed

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 12: Browse Recipients

Use Case ID
Name

Close Event

Purpose / Benefit

The event coordinator closes the event once it has happened.

User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed




Event details
Register of attendance

Input Use Case IDs



Record Volunteer Attendance at Event

Output



Event is closed

Consumer Use Case IDs



Record Statistics about Event

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 13: Close Event
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Use Case ID
Name

Commit Food Transport for Event

Purpose / Benefit

A recipient commits to provide transport for the food gathered in an event.

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed




Event adverts or Event notifications
Commitment information from recipient about transport they will
provide
o Type of vehicles
o Number of vehicles

Input Use Case IDs



Commit to Receive Food from an Event

Output



The event schedule is updated to record the recipient’s commitment
of transport provided by the recipient

Consumer Use Case IDs



Update event to record recipient

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 14: Commit Food Transport for Event

Use Case ID
Name

Commit to Attend an Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Volunteer

Input Data Needed







Event adverts or Event notifications
Number of volunteers
For each volunteer:
o Start Location
o Vehicle provided or needed
Optional commitment to sequence of events (see note below)

Input Use Case IDs





Advertise Event
OR
Notify potential volunteers

Output




Volunteer commits to attend an event
The event schedule is updated to record the volunteer’s commitment
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o

Consumer Use Case IDs

Also including start locations, travel needs or vehicles provided
by the recipient



Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

The volunteers may have a vehicle or need travel to the site so this information
needs recording so as to match-make between volunteers.
The volunteers committing to the event can contribute to the total volunteer
requirements for the event in addition to those provided by the recipient.
Not sure whether it is realistic to expect a volunteer to commit to a recurring
sequence of events – is this fair on them to expect a longish term
commitment? Is it better for volunteers to register interest in an event series
then confirm commitment per event? This situation would be a separate use
case.

Used in Scenarios
Table 15: Commit to Attend an Event

Use Case ID
Name

Commit to Collect a Donation Offer

Purpose / Benefit

The recipient commits to collect a donation offer

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed



List of donation offers

Input Use Case IDs





Register donation
Browse donation offers
Receive notification of donation offers

Output



Commitment to collect a donation
o Can include a proposed time

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

The commitment may be refused automatically by the donor, e.g. if the
recipient is on a blacklist.
Do we want default accept if the recipient is not on a blacklist?
Does there need to be confirmation of acceptance?

Used in Scenarios
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Table 16: Commit to Collect a Donation Offer

Use Case ID
Name

Commit to Receive Food from an Event

Purpose / Benefit

A recipient confirms they will attend an event and receive the food gathered
there.

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed




Event adverts or Event notifications
Commitment information from recipient:
o Type & quantity of food they can accept
o Transport they will provide
 Type of vehicles
 Number of vehicles
o Volunteers they will provide
 Number of volunteers
 For each volunteer:
 Start Location
 Vehicle provided or needed

Input Use Case IDs





Advertise Event
OR
Notify potential recipients

Output




Recipient commits to receive food from an event
The event schedule is updated to record the recipient’s commitment
o Also including any volunteers and transport provided by the
recipient

Consumer Use Case IDs



Update event to record recipient

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

The recipient may provide volunteers and transport so this can count towards
the needs of the transport and volunteer requirements for the event

Used in Scenarios
Table 17: Commit to Receive Food from an Event
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Use Case ID
Name

Commit Volunteers for Event

Purpose / Benefit

A recipient commits to provide volunteers for an event.

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed




Event adverts or Event notifications
Commitment information from recipient about Volunteers they will
provide
o Number of volunteers
o For each volunteer:
 Start Location
 Vehicle provided or needed

Input Use Case IDs



Commit to Receive Food from an Event

Output



The event schedule is updated to record the recipient’s commitment
of volunteers provided by the recipient

Consumer Use Case IDs



Update event to record recipient

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 18: Commit Volunteers for Event

Use Case ID
Name

Confirm Gleaning Event

Purpose / Benefit

This is used to confirm a gleaning event once a date has been fixed and
volunteers, recipient, travel and transport have been determined and
committed.

User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed







Event type
Event location
Event time
Event date
Estimated food available
o Type
o Quantity
Number of volunteers committed
o IDs or names of volunteers
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Transport committed
o Vehicle types (car, transit van etc)
o Number of vehicles
Potential dates of the event
Approximate farm location
Number of required volunteers
Type of food
Quantity of food
Quality of the food
Life of the produce
Necessary tools and requirements to harvest
Date of gleaning event
Full address of the gleaning event
Confirmed amount of volunteers
Quantity of food
Quality of the food
Life of the produce Necessary tools and requirements to harvest



Actual event itself – Record Volunteer attendance at event

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Not sure if this is needed – there seem to be differences in the FB wshop notes
and the gleaning power point from the teleconference. Need to clarify.

Used in Scenarios
Table 19: Confirm Gleaning Event

Use Case ID
Name

Confirm Receipt of Food from an Event

Purpose / Benefit

A recipient confirms they have received food from an event.

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed




Event details
Food received
o Type & quantity of each type

Input Use Case IDs
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Output




Recipient commits to receive food from an event
The event schedule is updated to record the recipient’s commitment
o Also including any volunteers and transport provided by the
recipient

Consumer Use Case IDs



This UC occurs after event is over – not clear whether this UC is
needed before closure of an event – if so, the consumer case is “Close
Event”

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 20: Confirm Receipt of Food from an Event

Use Case ID

FM_1

Name

Create Farmer Market Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed







Event type
Event location
Event time
Event date
Recurring:
o Weekly: Day of week + time
o Monthly: date in month / first day of week in month etc
Estimated food available
o Type
o Quantity
Estimated number of volunteers required
Estimated transport required
o Vehicle types (car, transit van etc)
o Number of vehicles








Also can copy an existing event and adjust parameters, e.g. time and
date



Event is scheduled in event calendar

Input Use Case IDs
Output
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Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 21: Create Farmer Market Event

Use Case ID
Name

Create Gleaning Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed







Event type
Event location
Event time
Event date
Estimated food available
o Type
o Quantity
Estimated number of volunteers required
Estimated transport required
o Vehicle types (car, transit van etc)
o Number of vehicles
Potential dates of the event
Approximate farm location
Number of required volunteers
Type of food
Quantity of food
Quality of the food
Life of the produce
Necessary tools and requirements to harvest















Also can copy an existing event and adjust parameters, e.g. time and
date



Event is scheduled in event calendar

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
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Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 22: Create Gleaning Event

Use Case ID
Name

Generate Daily List of Collections

Purpose / Benefit

The recipient creates a list of collections needed in a day. This is so the driver
can make their collection schedule.

User



Recipient, Recipient’s Driver or both

Input Data Needed



List of donation collection commitments for the day
o All donation details
o Time proposed / agreed

Input Use Case IDs




Commit to collect a donation
Accept / Deny Collection Commitment

Output



Aggregated list of collections for the day ordered in time / location

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 23: Generate Daily Collection Schedule

Use Case ID
Name

Generate Quantification Report

Purpose / Benefit

The event coordinator generates a report about an event or series of events

User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed



For each event:
o Event details
o Register of attendance
o Actual food collected:
 Type
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Quantity for each type

Input Use Case IDs



Record Statistics about Event (for multiple events)

Output



Stats are recorded about event

Consumer Use Case IDs



Generate quantification report

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This enables the actual stats to be gathered about the event – to show the
actual volumes and types of food collected, how many volunteers and what
transport was needed. This gives the opportunity for more accurate estimates
about events, food expected at them, the transport needed etc.

Used in Scenarios
Table 24: Generate Quantification Report

Use Case ID
Name

Notify Candidate Recipients for Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed



Event details
o Event type
o Event location
o Event time
o Event date
o Estimated food available
 Type
 Quantity
o Estimated number of volunteers required
o Estimated transport required
 Vehicle types (car, transit van etc)
 Number of vehicles
List of candidate recipients
For each candidate recipient, their communication preferences



Input Use Case IDs
Output




Mailshot communication to each recipient according to their
communication preferences
Recipients receive event notification delivered via their preferred
channel
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Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Very similar to notify candidate volunteers – merge?

Used in Scenarios
Table 25: Notify Candidate Recipients for Event

Use Case ID
Name

Notify Candidate Volunteers for Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed



Event details
o Event type
o Event location
o Event time
o Event date
o Estimated food available
 Type
 Quantity
o Estimated number of volunteers required
o Estimated transport required
 Vehicle types (car, transit van etc)
 Number of vehicles
List of candidate volunteers who are available and within radius
For each candidate volunteer, their communication preferences



Input Use Case IDs
Output




Mailshot communication to each volunteer according to their
communication preferences
Recipients receive event notification delivered via their preferred
channel

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Very similar to notify candidate recipients – merge?

Used in Scenarios
Table 26: Notify Candidate Volunteers for Event
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Use Case ID
Name

Offer Travel to an Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Volunteer

Input Data Needed




Start Location
Vehicle provided & number of seats available

Input Use Case IDs



Commit to Attend an Event

Output



Information recorded about the start locations, travel vehicle and
capacities provided by the recipient

Consumer Use Case IDs



Browse Event Travel Providers

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Not sure whether this is needed as a separate use or can be incorporated in
the commitment to an event use case.

Used in Scenarios
Table 27: Offer Travel to an Event

Use Case ID
Name

Query for Relevant Recipients

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed




Event type, location, date, time, food type, quantity
Special requirements, e.g. transport



List of potential recipients

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 28: Query for Relevant Recipients
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Use Case ID
Name

Query for Relevant Volunteers

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed





Event type, location, date, time
Volunteer location radius
Special requirements, e.g. transport



List of volunteers available at time & date within radius

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 29: Query for Relevant Volunteers

Use Case ID
Name

Rate Donor

Purpose / Benefit

The driver / recipient rates the donor of the food.

User





Recipient
OR
Recipient’s Driver

Input Data Needed



Collection ID
o

Input Use Case IDs
Output



Rating for collection under criteria:
o OK
o More food than expected
o Less food than expected
o Donor not available
o Food not available
o Food not up to standard

Consumer Use Case IDs
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Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 30: Rate Donor

Use Case ID
Name

Rate Recipient

Purpose / Benefit

The donor rates the recipient of the food.

User



Donor

Input Data Needed



Collection ID



Rating for collection under criteria:
o Driver punctuality / conduct
o Recipient’s use of the food

Input Use Case IDs
Output

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 31: Rate Recipient

Use Case ID
Name

Receive Notification of Donation Offers

Purpose / Benefit

The recipient gets notifications of relevant current donation offers

User



Input Data Needed



Input Use Case IDs



Register donation needs

Output



Offers:
o Donor ID
o Donor contact details
o Donor location

Recipient
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o
o

o

Date / Time available
Food details (likely to be expected at registration time):
 For each type
 Amount
 Expiry
 Refrigeration needed?
 Packaging needed?
Recurring
 Day / week / time of day etc

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Input data used as filtration criteria to deliver relevant offers

Used in Scenarios
Table 32: Receive Notification of Donation Offers

Use Case ID
Name

Record Collection

Purpose / Benefit

The driver records a collection after it has happened. The result can be success
or failure and a reason needs to be given in the case of failure.

User



Recipient’s Driver

Input Data Needed








Collection ID
Collection status – success or fail
Any failure reason:
o Missed time slot
o Donor not available
o Food not available
o Food not up to standard
Updates in case of success
Updated type and amounts of food collected



Collection status recorded in the platform

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
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Used in Scenarios
Table 33: Record Collection

Use Case ID
Name

Record Statistics about Event

Purpose / Benefit

The event coordinator records stats about the event once it has finished.

User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed





Event details
Register of attendance
Actual food collected:
o Type
o Quantity for each type

Input Use Case IDs



Close Event

Output



Stats are recorded about event

Consumer Use Case IDs



Generate quantification report

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This enables the actual stats to be gathered about the event – to show the
actual volumes and types of food collected, how many volunteers and what
transport was needed. This gives the opportunity for more accurate estimates
about events, food expected at them, the transport needed etc.

Used in Scenarios
Table 34: Record Statistics about Event

Use Case ID
Name

Record Volunteer Attendance at Event

Purpose / Benefit

At the event location, while the event is happening (usually just before), the
Event Coordinator takes a register of volunteers who committed to the event,
to see who actually turned up.

User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed





Event details
Event volunteer requirements
List of volunteers committed to event
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o
o

Volunteers supplied by recipient
Volunteers committed independently

Input Use Case IDs



Any commitment to event

Output



Record of actual event attendance by volunteers

Consumer Use Case IDs



Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This is to record who actually attended an event, and is used to determine
“usual” volunteers for future events.
It may also be used to determine “reliable” volunteers, those who commit to
an event and actually turn up. Reliability may be the ratio of commitments to
actual attendances.
This may be a requirement for mobile access – so the event coordinator can
take the register on their mobile phone while they are at the event.

Used in Scenarios
Table 35: Record Volunteer Attendance at Event

Use Case ID
Name

Register Donation

Purpose / Benefit

The donor or administrator registers a donation

User





Donor
OR
Administrator

Input Data Needed







Donor ID
Donor contact details
Donor location
Date / Time available
Food details (likely to be expected at registration time):
o For each type
 Amount
 Expiry
 Refrigeration needed?
 Packaging needed?
Recurring
o Day / week / time of day etc
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Input Use Case IDs




Output

Whitelist or blacklist of recipients for donor
Whitelist recipients can be automatically accepted
Blacklist recipients can be automatically rejected

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 36: Register Donation

Use Case ID
Name

Register Donation Needs

Purpose / Benefit

The recipient registers the types of food they are interested in, so they can be
notified / match-made with donations

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed








Recipient ID
Recipient contact details
Recipient location
Date / Time available
Food details interested in – mainly types of food
Can provide transport?
o Transport details:
 Capacity
 Refrigerated?

Input Use Case IDs
Output



Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 37: Register Donation Needs
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Use Case ID
Name

Register / Update Donor Profile

Purpose / Benefit
User



Donors

Input Data Needed













Food types on offer
Typical times of availability
Typical frequency of availability
Name of the producer
Location of the producer
Type of farm/type of food
Contact person
Contact details
Preferred recipients
Regular or occasional donor
Typical ‘expiration date’ of the harvest

Input Use Case IDs



Register on Portal

Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 38: Register / Update Donor Profile

Use Case ID
Name

Register / Update Recipient Profile

Purpose / Benefit
User



Recipients

Input Data Needed








Food types needed
Interest in specific event types
Typical times of availability
Typical frequency of availability
Transport available
Access to volunteers
o How many volunteers
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Input Use Case IDs











Name
website
Location
Capacity
Regularity
Disposes of volunteers?
Disposes of own transportation?
Legal entity
Storage space



Register on Portal

Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 39: Register / Update Recipient Profile

Use Case ID
Name

Register / Update Event Coordinator Profile

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event Coordinator

Input Data Needed











Event type
Event location
Access to volunteers
o How many volunteers
Name
Address
Contact details
Profile pictures
Availability (reachable through phone in these hours)
responsibilities



Register on Portal

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
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Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 40: Register / Update Event Coordinator Profile

Use Case ID
Name

Register / Update Event Volunteer Profile

Purpose / Benefit
User



Volunteer

Input Data Needed












Event types interested in
Event location
Available times & dates, days of week etc
Has transport
o Amount & type of transport
Name
Address
Possession of driver’s license
Possession of a car
Regular or occasional volunteer
Profile picture



Register on Portal

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios

Table 41: Register / Update Event Volunteer Profile

Use Case ID
Name

Register / Update Transport Provider Profile

Purpose / Benefit
User



Volunteer
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Input Data Needed












Event types interested in
Vehicle type(s)
Number of vehicles of each type
Name
Address
Contact details
Volume
Availability
Geographic scope
Price

Input Use Case IDs



Register on Portal

Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 42: Register / Update Transport Provider Profile

Use Case ID
Name

Registration

Purpose / Benefit

Register on the portal

User

All user types


Input Data Needed



Contact details:
o Phone number
o Email address
o Physical address
o OR Location (e.g. Town)
User type

Input Use Case IDs

N/A

Output

Notification sent to Co-ordinator / Administrator

Consumer Use Case IDs

Operation Sequence




Approve / Deny Registration
Other registration use cases for more specific user types

Required before any other case can be run
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Notes / Comments

Required to access parts of the platform

Used in Scenarios

Platform generic

Table 43: Registration Use case

Use Case ID
Name

Report on Usage of Food from an Event

Purpose / Benefit

A recipient reports on usage of food from an event.

User



Recipient

Input Data Needed





Event details
Food received
o Type & quantity of each type
What they did with it
o Who they gave it to
o What happened to it
o Etc – probably free form text



Confirm receipt of food

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This is for success stories of the concept of food saving and also the platform.
This may be out of band of the platform, e.g. posted on facebook etc.

Used in Scenarios
Table 44: Report on Usage of Food from an Event

Use Case ID
Name

Request Ride to Event

Purpose / Benefit

Volunteer who needs travel to an event requests a ride from another nearby
volunteer who has a vehicle and is going to the event

User



Volunteer (who needs travel)

Input Data Needed




Event details (time, date, location)
Start Location
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ID of other volunteer with transport

Input Use Case IDs



Browse event travel providers

Output



Volunteer finds other volunteers going to the event and can contact
them to request a ride

Consumer Use Case IDs



Approve / deny travel request

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 45: Request Ride to Event

Use Case ID
Name

Retrieve Usual Recipients for Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed



Event type, location, date, time



List of potential recipients

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This is the usual recipient for the event type (e.g. if the event is a regularly
occurring one). The usual recipients can be determined by looking at the
history of the event series.

Used in Scenarios
Table 46: Retrieve Usual Recipients for Event

Use Case ID
Name

Retrieve Usual Volunteers for Event

Purpose / Benefit
User



Event coordinator
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Input Data Needed



Event type, location, date, time



List of volunteers who usually attend this type of event

Input Use Case IDs
Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This is the set of volunteers who attended previous events of this type (e.g. if
the event is a regularly occurring one). The usual recipients can be determined
by looking at the history of the event series. A histogram of users’ attendance
may be useful to show who attended most events in this series. This obviously
should be skewed towards more recent events.

Used in Scenarios
Table 47: Retrieve Usual Volunteers for Event

Use Case ID
Name

Set notification preferences

Purpose / Benefit
User



All user types

Input Data Needed



Notification preferences:
o Type of notification (e.g. email / phone / SMS)
o Frequency (or max frequency of notification)
 E.g. weekly, daily, as event occurs
o

Input Use Case IDs



Register on Portal

Output
Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 48: Set notification preferences

Use Case ID
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Name

View Collection Commitments

Purpose / Benefit

The donor reviews commitments to collect food to approve / deny

User



Input Data Needed



Input Use Case IDs



Commit to Collect a Donation Offer

Output



List of donation collection commitments
o Can include a proposed time

Donor

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

Not sure whether this is needed – it seems a requirement is for minimal
intervention by the donor

Used in Scenarios
Table 49: View Collection Commitments

Use Case ID
Name

View History of Events

Purpose / Benefit

The events history with statistics can be viewed along with statistics for the
individual events plus aggregated statistics for multiple events. This can also
show the usual volunteers and recipients for an event series.

User





Event coordinator
Volunteers?

Input Data Needed



Event type (or just view all events)

Input Use Case IDs



Record Statistics about Event (for multiple events)

Output



Stats are recorded about event

Consumer Use Case IDs




Retrieve usual volunteers for event
Retrieve usual recipients for event

Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments

This enables the actual stats to be gathered about the event – to show the
actual volumes and types of food collected, how many volunteers and what
transport was needed. This gives the opportunity for more accurate estimates
about events, food expected at them, the transport needed etc.
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Used in Scenarios
Table 50: View History of Events

Use Case ID
Name

View / Update Daily Collection Schedule

Purpose / Benefit

The recipient driver views / updates creates a list of collections needed in a
day.

User



Recipient’s Driver

Input Data Needed



Aggregated list of collections for the day ordered in time / location

Input Use Case IDs



Generate Daily List of Collections

Output



Updated list of collections for the day ordered in time / location

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 51: View / Update Daily Collection Schedule

Use Case ID
Name

View / Update Travel Schedule

Purpose / Benefit

This is used by a volunteer with a vehicle to check and update a travel schedule
for an event, i.e. which pickups when and where.

User



Volunteer (with vehicle)

Input Data Needed







Event type
Event location
Event time
Event date
Pickups – for each space in vehicle:
o Volunteer ID, name, contact details
o Pickup location
o Pickup time
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Input Use Case IDs
Output



Actual event itself – Record Volunteer attendance at event

Consumer Use Case IDs
Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
Used in Scenarios
Table 52: View / Update Travel Schedule

Use Case ID
Name

View Volunteer Roster

Purpose / Benefit

Event coordinator looks at the roster of volunteers for an event so they can
compare with the requirements for the event, and decide whether they need
to intervene to help the arrangements.

User



Event coordinator

Input Data Needed







Event details
Event volunteer requirements
List of volunteers committed to event
o Volunteers supplied by recipient
o Volunteers committed independently
Travel arrangements summary
o For each volunteer with vehicles
 Their start location
 List of other volunteers they are picking up with
location and time for each
 Any spare space




Any commitment to event
Any approval of travel requests

Input Use Case IDs

In general this can be viewed at any time by the event coordinator to see the
status of arrangements made for the event.
o

Output
Consumer Use Case IDs



Operation Sequence
Notes / Comments
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Used in Scenarios
Table 53: View Volunteer Roster
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